in non-polar solvents using the NMR and phase diagram technique.
The following results were obtained; (1) Water 
The quantity of water solubilized by a mole of NaDNNS depends on the concentration of NaDNNS.
(5) Addition of sodium chloride to water reduces the quantity water solubilized by NaDNNS. Fig. 1 The Phase Diagram for NaDNNS -Water-n-Heptane System (30g NaDNNS/kg n-Heptane) Fig. 2 The Phase Diagram for NaDNNS -Water-Benzene System (30g NaDNNS/kg Benzene) Fig. 3 The Phase Diagram for NaDNNS -0.1M NaCl-n-Heptane System (30g NaDNNS/kg n-Heptane) Fig. 4 The Phase Diagram for NaDNNS-0.1M NaCl-Benzene System (30g NaDNNS/kg Benzene) Fig. 5 The Phase Diagram for NaDNNS-1.0M NaCl-Benzene System (30g NaDNNS/kg Benzene) Fig. 6 The Phase Diagram for KABNaDNNS-Water-Benzene System (30g NaDNNS/6 g KAB/kg Benzene) Fig. 7 The Phase Diagram for KABNaDNNS-Water-n-Heptane System (30g NaDNNS/6g KAB/kg n-Heptane) Fig. 8 The Phase Diagram for PEISNaDNNS-Water-Benzene System (30g NaDNNS/10g PEIS/kg Benzene) Fig. 9 The Phase Diagram for PEISNaDNNS-Water-n-Heptane System (30g NaDNNS/10g PEIS/kg n-Heptane) Fig. 10 The Effect of Mole Ratio (Water/NaDNNS) on the Chemical Shift of the Water Proton at Constant Concentration of NaDNNS 
